In general the object of this paper is to inter pret if possible,in terms of modern psychology, the pro cess of emancipation toward which the Buddhist devotee is laboring. It is obvious that in a work of this nature the whole of the subject of Buddhism cannot be thoroly The answer is the remembrance that the orient,' India especially, is the cradle of many noble truths, the land of beautiful senti ments, the core of the best in mystic arts. In the field of religion it may be said that "Ho people ever took reli gion more seriously, and none have struggled so hard on the way to salvation." As to the third query it is an open question as to whether the interrogator is correct or not, for the literature and its temper seem to point to the fact .
that the emancipation is not from life but rather into life.
To the Buddhist, life is a chain of existences. &e wants deliverance from this continual round of rebirth. To end craving desire and to stop the karma of his chain he struggles to the attainment of the arahtotship, his sal-2 vation. Mrs. Rhys Davids calls attention to the fact that "for a groat portion of the Orient, Buddhism has been not less a'vehicle of culture than Christianity has been for the Occident." It has been a way, a deliverance from the burden, the five-fold attachment group, the form, sen-5 sation, perception, predisposition, consciousness groupd.
Specifically the purpose of the paper is to analyze the contemplation that Gautama, the Buddha, urged, as the key to solving the problem of deliverance into life, into the emancipated state, the arahwtship that assures the peace of nirvana. The best insight into the emphasis placed, upon contemplation, is to be found 1 in the field 2. Buddhism p. 31 3. Samyutta Nikaya XXII -22 {Buddhism in Translation. Warren) of the form, intent, contemplations which Warren has called ' 'The Compendium or Manual of Meditation." After discussing the four contemplations of the body, sensa tions, mind, and the elements of being, the conclusion Is drawn"that any one who shall for seven years shall thus practice the four intent contemplations, may expect one or the other of two rewards -either he will attain to perfect knowledge in this present life or if at death the groups still remain, to never returning." What is true of the seven years' discipline is equally true of six, five, four, three, two, one years, and also of months.
Even down to seven days, the fundamental truth being that ' 'There is but one way open to mortals ----for the realisation ITirvana and that is the four intent contemplations."
With characteristic detail, forty subjects of medi tation are outlined, including those in the ten kasinas, ten impurities, ten reflections, four sublime states, four formless states, one perception and one analysis.
Meditation is necessary upon these for ' 'without know ledge there is no meditation; without meditation there is no knowledge; he who has knowledge and meditation is near 5 6. unto Nirvana."
In the Vissuddhi Magga the attainment of the paths by meditation is again emphasized. Receptivity, passivity, self-control, limitation of desire are unknown terms. His conclusion in the matter is that a failure in this respect is a definite loss. The whole system reveals the unalterable character of the law of causation, of the consequences of good and evil, of rewards and punishments. Nowhere is it more emphasised that "whatsoever a man sows that shall he reap." The individual is his own Saviour 6 gaining salvation without reference to a God. Clarke m akes the point this w ay: " i n the Buddhistic xjkxxxx system man is everything and God nothing. In the Brahnanical system God is everything and man nothing." 7 This dependence is summed up in the Dhammapada, "By oneself the evil is done, by oneself one suffers.
By oneself the evil is left undone, by oneself is one purified. Purity and impurity belong to oneself, no one can purify another." And to make sure of the importance of self-emancipation, the Buddha's last 8 words were"Be ye lamps unto yourselves.
Be ye a refuge unto yourselves. Bet alee yourselves to no externel refuge. Hold fast to the truth as a lamp. These are in large the things that must be rooted out before progress can be made toward arahatship.
The con tention might be made that these negations are value less as far as obtaining a positive result is concerned* 6 To a certain degree this might Re true but as one author has put it, "To know that we are in error is to know some thing positive, to add to the sum of human knowledge,"
and it was a Decartes who built up an influential system of philosophy on the "doubt" that remained after he had negated all his theories of things* A study of the subjects of meditation aiding in the negating process show that if faithfully adhered to, the positive results will be obtained.
Take for instance the case of the body. It is to be taken care of but the devotee is not to remain attached to it* Note its des A rigid, discipline leads to a discarding of these and the resid.&um can only be those elements that will contribute something to emancipation. In the above illustration it was noted that if the discarded elements were considered of more value than those gathered up Into the concept dog the concept was of negative value. In the Buddha's discipline however this matter is definitely taken care it is our sensory experience, with its continuity in space and time, which is fragmentary, riddled with contra dictions, unreal, abstract. To arrive at metaphysical truth we must start indeed, with our human experience, but by strictly introducihg the standards of identity, difference, and organization, far more strictly than in experimental and symbiote judgments we pass, step by step, from the ideas of human goodness, human knowledge, and human power, to greater-than-human, and finally to ideas of absolute, infinite Divine goodness, Divine knowledge: Di vine power. It is by the strict introduction of these intellectual standards that we not merely reach the 17. Ibid p. 43.
the extreme limit of possible human development in goodnessj-etc., but ultimately cut ourselves loose from the remaining strands which bind us to humanity, and arrive at ideas which far transcend these in dignity and power.
We use these intellectual standards as a kind of a tower by which to climb the steep ascent to heaven. After the top of the tower is reached, in physical reality we could mount no higher; but knowledge is not a physical tower and has 110 such limitations. From the purely human standpoint, it would seem as though the more strict ly we introduce the standards of identity, difference, and organization, the more attentuated the living, sensory experience with which we start, and the more formal, artificial and devitalized become the concepts which we thus construct, until finally the symbol is cut loose from life as we know it, and sense is lost in intellectual vision. For the metaphysician, on the contrary, this death to sense is the beginning of intellectual life, and in the ultimate construction of transcendent thought we shake off the fetters that bind us to the earth below, and become one with the ideal which is also the only real, and by way of the intellectual love of God, enter directly into the Divine Experience,"
This study has shown that (a) the Buddha's scheme of emancipation has a psychological foundation; (b) that just as other factors of experience can be psychologized, so can the Buddhistic contemplation; (c) that an ideation al process of analysis and synthesis aided by some factors in the lower conscious levels is operative in affecting an insight into richer spiritual veritiesv
